As Facebook stocks continue to fall, uberlife publishes their
interview with Clay Shirky on how social networks have effected our
social lives and relationships today
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uberlife (http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/uberlife-for-iphone/id477209415?mt=8), the location-based iOS
app designed to help people hang out more frequently and spontaneously together in the real world,
publishes a special interview
(http://blog.uberlife.com/post/23554855333/uberlife-real-champions-series-hanging-out-with-clay) today
with Clay Shirky (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clay_Shirky), the esteemed American writer on the social
and economic effects of Internet technologies.
As part of uberlife's Real Champions interview series, Shirky shared his views on the role that online
social networks have played in mobilizing groups offline and how social networks have effected our social
lives and relationships today.
He talks about how, since his 2008 book “Here Comes Everybody: How Change Happens when People Come
Together”, the amplification of the flow of information through social networks between friends is
“the single most important thing that’s happened”. Comparing Facebook and Twitter:
“Twitter is actually much, much better for information flow and for synchronising opinions or awareness
between very large groups… (Facebook) is better for dense interactions between smaller groups…The big
deal with the change in Facebook especially is the tension between the real and the virtual, between the
online and the offline”
Talking about the next generation of services beyond online social networks:
“....one of the things we need to be looking at is how can we use social networks the way MeetUp
(http://meetup.com) or uberlife does to get to know people online but as a way of coordinating some real,
real meeting because that is where the dense relationships are formed.”
On the value of offline networking:
“..after you have spent some time in that persons presence, the email thread takes on a different
feeling, the IMs take on a different feeling because now you are communicating with someone having
fleshed out something of their whole self.”
On being asked why more people are not already using technology to help them engage with each other
offline, at a time when over half of the world’s population now living alone, Shirky predicts:
“…why have these tools not been used for re-socializing the urban fabric? I say the answer is give it
time. You see things like uberlife, Foursquare (http://foursquare.com) or Meetup and you realise that we
are only just at the point for a number of these technologies where we have crossed this threshold. The
idea of using technology to help coordinate or improve your real world social life comes naturally to 20
year olds. For 50 year olds it still feels a little weird but again that erodes with time.”
For the full interview visit the uberlife blog (http://blog.uberlife.com)
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Follow uberlife on Twitter (http://twitter.com/#!/uberlife)
-EndsAbout uberlife
uberlife is an iOS app that alerts you when friends, your network and likeminded people will be hanging
out nearby, so that you can fill in any last-minute gaps in your social diary and join them if you’re
free. While most social apps today are for sharing moments of our lives with our friends and networks,
uberlife is about making those moments happen.
Now available in the iTunes App Store, uberlife saves time pinging back and forth to make plans and find
people to do things with - just update where and when you’ll be hanging out next and share this to
alert nearby friends or followers in one go, so that if they’re they can join you.
The uberlife iPhone app is developed by and is an offshoot of CitySocialising Ltd
(http://citysocialising.com) founded by Sanchita Saha (http://www.linkedin.com/in/citysocialising),
headquartered in Old Street, London and raised $1.6 million Series A funding from PROfounders Capital
(http://www.profounderscapital.com) last year, earning the support and mentoring of UK tech luminaries
Michael Birch (Bebo) and Brent Hoberman (Lastminute.com).
For more information, contact shout@uberlife.com +44(0)7960 870 860
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